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Letter 375
Twenty Years Of Increasing Blessings
2015-07-13
Dear Dan,
As I write this, we are two days away from the 20th anniversary of Seven-Fifteen-95. That is
the day that Satan was allowed to cause a public transaction of Kingdom proportions, into
which the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit themselves entered to bring about God’s will on earth
as it is in Heaven, saying that, “what Satan meant for evil, I mean for good.”
But the injuries I sustained in the original conPlict have continued to cause further
deterioration in the rest of my body, to the point of my almost not being able to work at all. I
can work, because Jesus sends pain medicines of various kinds to me through angel Gabriel.
But this only treats the symptoms. It is not a complete healing. And I have no facility left
after work to take proper care of my house and home.
So, the Lord led us once again to visit (U3) Church to seek healing prayer with anointing oil
and the laying on of hands by the elders. One of the elders read my poem out loud on my
behalf, then they prayed with oil and laying on of hands. And the prayers and anointing
were done twice at the leading of the Lord, indicating that my healing has been Pirmly
decided in Heaven.
This occurred on Saturday 11 July 2015, which co-incidentally is the three-year anniversary
of the Pirst Letter To Daniel, Letter 1 Volume 1.
This Wednesday 15 July 2015, on the fourth day of the week, is the actual anniversary. It
seems this will be a special day for me, and for my friends.
On that morning, at about 7AM, we will be at the actual site of the collision, on the bridge
overlooking the road where I was struck down, to listen to and agree with the PrayerSong
we have already recorded.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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